nm. Figure 2 shows the dependence of transmission light spectroscopy on grating amplitude A for these sinusoidal structures. A transmission peak appeared in the spectrum with increasing grating amplitude and saturated at around 250 nm. The diffraction grating coupling of SPP enhances optical transmission at around the 620-630-nm wavelength.
To study the role of SPP resonance, surface feature effect of silver metal was investigated by coating Ta layers on silver layers. Figure 3 shows the estimated SPP propagation length (Lspp) at the metal/air interface . Lspp was estimated as follows, 19) intensity to that of a simple hole at the surface plasmon resonant wavelength. The enhancement factor monotonously increases with the number of gratings without the Ta coating. However, for 5 nm of Ta coated samples, the enhancement factor saturates at about five gratings. This means that surface propagation of SPP is sensitive to the surface optical feature, and it is connected to the optical tunneling effect. The dependence on the number of the gratings is connected to SPP propagation and the focusing lens area both at the in -and exit-sides , and the low-loss optical surface feature of the metal effectively confines energy in the concentric grating metal. Figure 5 shows the transmission spectra from a 150 nm single aperture with rectangular and round grating structures. The rectangular grating had a sharper grating edge and excited the SPP mode effectively with smaller periods, and a sharper and a larger transmission peak was obtained. The enhancement factor was about 100 for the rectangular grating.
The transmission efficiency and peak wavelength were also affected by the duty ratio and the grating depth . At a 50 % duty ratio, the largest intensity for the transmission peak was obtained, because SPP excitation between the grating edges was thought to arise strongly in the case of a regular cycle . A deeper grating structure have a larger effective refractive index, therefore , SPP resonance was excited at a lower energy.
By using the optimized grating structure , a power density as large as that of an input laser was obtained for a smaller aperture of 100 nm diameter.
Near-field enhancement effect
Next, the near -field properties of the bull 's eye structure were investigated with NSOM. Figures 6(a) and (b) are topography image and near-field image of light from the subwavelength aperture observed by NSOM . The sample was illuminated by a white light source from a halogen lamp. The near-field intensity was highly enhanced around the aperture position . Figure 6(c) shows the (c) Spectra for near-field light at position A , which is at center position of aperture, at position B , which is off-center position around first grating edge , and at position C, which is far from aperture. spectra for the light at position A, which is at the center of the aperture, and at position B, which is off center . The spectrum has a sharper peak than that of the far-field spectra. The wavelength of the peak is a little different for A and B. Ebbesen et al. reported the dependence of transmission-light spectroscopy on illuminating-light angles for subwavelength hole arrays, and the role of exit grating in emitting -light dispersion angles .6) That is, the near-field intensity profile differed according to the emission wavelength, and the light of a 630 nm wavelength was confined around the aperture . For practical purposes, these show that the tuning input -light wavelength of SPP resonance conditions contributes to a sharper spot for the enhanced near-field light . Figure 7 shows the near-field intensity profile image of light from the subwavelength aperture with a 150-nm diameter. In this experiment, the sample was illuminated by the laser of 630-nm wavelength, which is the spectrum peak wavelength for SPP resonance. As a reference sample, a simple hole sample was also measured by NSOM. The near-field intensity from the single aperture 
